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Development History
Early Development
!
- Early development history can be referenced in the design journal.

V2.1 - 08.24.12
- Restructured the entire project to include proper documentation: Complete GDD,
Backlog, Schedule, Style Sheet, and Charter.

V2.2 - 08.29.12
- Vision holder pass over doc complete over haul
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Market Analysis
Target Audience & Platform

!
Our main launch platform will be iOS for the 4th generation iPod Touch, iPhone 4
and iPhone 4S. One the game has launched on these platforms conversion to make an
iPad specific version will follow along with.
While the iPad version is being fitted, Fractal Fox will look into the Android
Market Place to see if publishing there is worth pursuing. (The PS Vita and Nintendo
3DS may be wort while as well.)
!
The target audience for Brain and Zombie (BaZ for short) would be players in
need of quick traveling entertainment. The players will be able to quickly launch the app
and begin playing while in transit or waiting for a friend to arrive. Brain and Zombie is
for those seeking a quick challenge and a good laugh during their brief moments of rest
throughout the day.

Feature Break Down
- Low entry level, high skill cap: All the player needs to learn in order to play the
game is how to sling the brain. Once they get this down it’s a matter of seeing how
quickly and efficiently they can navigate the game space and complete objectives.
- Humor: One of the main goals of the game is to make the player laugh or smile at
least once during play. Clever writing, sound effects, colorful visual feed back, and the
joy of destroying zombies and wrecking things will do just that.
- Pick up and Play: A player will be able to play the game while on the go. With fast
paced arenas the player will be able to accomplish something every time they play.
Most levels a player should be able to complete them in less than a minute with not
level exceeding 2 minutes
- Replay-ability: Along with the joy of smashing things, players will find joy in trying to
best their along with their friends times and score. Not to mention changes to game play
on their second play through.

Fractal Fox!
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Game Overview
Theme
!
“Destroy all the zombies, with science!” The user is playing as a scientist
named Professor Brawn, who has accidently transformed himself into a giant brain in an
attempt to boost his own intelligence to aid in the destruction on the zombie menace.
Now, using his increased mental abilities and a love of science, he uses himself as bait
to take on the horde in a direct head on (sorry brain on) confrontation. Throughout the
game as the player destroys the different types of zombies and gathers their bit’s for
research. This allows them to unlock more scientific objects to help them destroy even
more zombies.

High Concept
!
Brain and Zombie is a top down physics action game, where the player uses a
slingshot firing mechanic to transverse the environment as giant brain. In order to
complete levels, players must complete the level’s objectives which usually requires
squishing zombies with the brain’s crushing “intellect.”

Game Description
!
Brain and Zombie is a game where the player has control of a giant brain. To
move the player uses a slingshot style system to move through the environed similar to
the game Angry Birds. Unlike that game however, the player continues to control the
brain moving around the environment with that mechanic instead of being a stationary
launch point. By doing this the levels are constructed in more of an arena fashion where
the player can move around smashing items in an attempt to get at the zombies to
squish them.
The zombies themselves are no push over however. Coming in several different
sizes and shapes, each has their own attitude and special abilities. Not to mention being
that their diet is completely brain-centric, just the idea of a giant brain in the world is an
absolute dream come true.
!
The player will have to be constantly moving if they want to survive the zombie
attack since holding still will allow near by zombies to latch on to the brain and begin
munching it away. Though slamming into a wall or obstacle will dislodge all the feasting
zombies.
!
The player will fight their way through 4 different worlds (the City, Wood Mill, Icecream Factory, and Chemical Plant) each with 12 arenas. An arena is completed when
all of the zombies have been destroyed. Each world will introduce a new zombie type
Fractal Fox!
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along with new obstacles and hazards that will effect the playing space. (See Core
Features: Zombies and Complementary Features for more details.)
!
Upon defeating an arena all of the zombie parts and other debris left over from
the battle will be gathered up and can then be used to research new scientific ways to
help in destroying the zombies. Don’t ask us how it is done, it is all super science.

Fractal Fox!
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Controls
Moving the Brain
The brain works like a sling shot. The player places their finger down on the brain.
Pulls back; and when they release the brain will fly in that direction.

Rotating the Brain
After pulling back on the brain the player can adjust their aim by rotating their finger
around the brain.

Fractal Fox!
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Aesthetics
Story
!
After the world has been overrun by zombies one of the remaining non-dead
survivors is Prof. Brawn. Frustrated and let down by the fact that other scientist could do
nothing to save the world; he decides to take matters into his own hands. Even though
he is a self proclaimed super scientist even his own mental abilities prove to be fruitless.
So Brawn builds a machine to super charge his own intelligence to and come up with a
solution to the great undead dilemma. With the aid of his assistant, Toady, (because
every great super scientist has an assistant), Professor Brawn uses the machine on
himself. The machine worked far better than the Professor could have ever expected
resulting in him turning into a giant brain.
!
Not put off by his current state, Professor Brawn comes to the conclusion that he
can use his literal crushing intellect to put an end to the zombie hoard. He then set’s
out into the world clearing out the undead zone by zone making his way to the source of
the problem. All the while aided by his ever faithful Toady, whom supplies him with new
tools and items to better aid in dispensing the zombie horde. A giant brain effectively
ridding the land of the zombie pests by turning them into mulch…. A giant, succulent,
pink and juicy brain.

Atmosphere and Tone
!
This game is supposed to make the player smile. Each asset and mechanic
should have a hummers appeal to it, accenting by a few more over the top ones. For
example, over sized wood chipping saws, zombies squealing with joy as they spot the
player, and the carnage causing monkey bomb.
!
Visually the game will have a cartoonish vector based aesthetic with vibrant
colors and three tones of shading similar to Angry Birds, Cut the Rope, and Castle
Crashers. To accent the cartoonish atmosphere the brain will have a hand full of
emotions to convey to the player the state that it’s in. Onamonapias and word other
effects such as “Splat”, “Crunch”, and “Bzzz!” will emit from the zombies and obstacles
reinforcing both what’s going on in the game world and the light hearted cartoonish
atmosphere.

Fractal Fox!
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Visual Style
!
Though cartoonish in nature, the art style should reflect the pulp science fiction
nature of the 1950’s with reflecting tech and architecture.
!
Brain and Zombie will take full advantage of the retina display on the iOS device
by utilizing a strong vibrant color pallet with crisp thick black outlines. Characters and
objects will have exaggerated features so that they will be clear and recognizable at a
distance since there will be many objects on a smaller screen. Game objects will be
extremely cartoonish, objects have exaggerated features, zombies have big heads,
guts, or hands depending on their behavior.
!
All art will be vector based being drawn and animated in flash to aid in the retro
cartoon appearance. Being vector based will also allow all assets to be rescaled for
design tweaks and future ports.
Other Flash based games should be referenced such as Castle Crashers.

Castle Crashers: Behemoth

Feedback and HUD
!
The HUD will be extremely minimalistic due to the small screen real-estate and
information and buttons will be kept at the top of the screen since the placers thumb and
palm will be covering and brushing the bottom screen during play.

Fractal Fox!
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!
The majority of user feedback will be shown through gameplay such as the
brain’s current emotional state will be reflected in the sprite art along with damage and
score values will emit from the zombies and objects upon being destroyed.

Sound and Audio
!
Sound effects will be kept to a minimum so that the player is not overwhelmed by
a large amount of noise. Other than the zombies world objects will only emit one sound
at a time and the object’s sound will activate only when the player is interacting with it,
for example a buzz saw will only be heard when the player touches it. The game space
will audibly be brought to life through music with ambient sound layered in.
!
Zombies however will constantly be making noises so the player will be able to
judge how many their are and along with their current behavior state. Basic moans will
be heard when the zombies are wandering, squeals and happy sounds will arise during
pursuit, munching and chomping sounds while attacking, and yelps and barks when
they are squished.

Fractal Fox!
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The Player
-The BrainControls

The brain works like a sling shot. The player places their finger down on the brain.
Pulls back; and when they release the brain will fly in that direction.
See Controls on Page 7:

Fractal Fox!
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Colliding with objects

!
When colliding with sturdy objects such as walls, barricades and bumpers the
brain has the same physics behavior as a pool ball and table.
!
The angle of incidence equals angle of reflection, that is, the ball bounces off the
bumper so that the incoming angle of the path with the bumper is the same as the angle
of the outgoing path with the bumper.

Killing Zombies

Filler
killing zombies

!
The brains primary way of fighting zombies is running them over with it’s body.
Zombies are only destroyed if they are stuck by the brain while the brain is traveling at a
significant velocity.

Fractal Fox!
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Health and Emotions
Health - At the beginning of each round the brain starts out with 300 health points (IQ)
The brain can lose health by being eaten by zombies or damaged by environment
hazards. The player can gain health back with items from the lab.
!
Emotions - The brain has 4 emotion states that display based on it’s current state of
being.

Normal - When the brain is at rest, this is the default emotion.

Happy - If the brain is traveling without any zombies attached to it, the
little guy is happy and why not? It is fun to squish zombies.

Angry - If the brain has zombies attached to him, it will become angry.

Pensive - If the brain is still for more than 3 seconds it will look towards
a zombie near by zombie for 1 second before returning to the default emotion.

Victorious - after clearing a stadium the brain will become over joyed.
He will throw off his hat and bounce around doing a little dance until the player moves
on to the next arena.

Fractal Fox!
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Hats
!
The player will be able to unlock and equip hats to customize the brain, these are
purely aesthetic and don’t effect game play. Their job is to give the player a personal
connection with their brain.

See Hat’s in the Lab for more details.

Fractal Fox!
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Camera

!
The brain will always be located in the center of the screen. This allows for ease
of play for the player locating the brain and being able to stretch it to its maximum pull
distance.

Fractal Fox!
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Mulch

Filler
(picture of the
grinder)/

!
Mulch is the “currency” gathered in the game to be used in super science
activities. As a result the player can spend on a variety of objects in the lab.
Filler
(zombie parts and
debris)/

Filler
(zombie parts and
debris)/

!
Mulch is automatically collected at the end of each match and is based on the
amount of zombie parts and debris created by breakable objects.
!
At the end of each round all of the mulch will be dumped into the top of a meat
grinder, the user then can spin the knob on the grinder to turn the gathered goods into
mulch to spend in the lab. Later the player can unlock an auto-grinder and or directly
obtain mulch as an in app purchase.

Fractal Fox!
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Core Features
Zombies
!
Zombies are the main antagonists in the game. There are 4 different types of
zombies each interacting with the brain in a different manner.

Fractal Fox!
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Basic Zombie
Zombie

Stats
Health

1 Hit

Speed

1

Damage

Latches onto the
brain and does
damage over time
until removed

!
The basic zombie is the most common enemy in the game and is persistent
through out the majority of the game. The basic zombie is slow moving but works in
packs and over whelm the brain with sheer numbers.
Zombie Behavior :
Wandering: This is the default state that all zombies default to when not performing
another action. When a zombie is wandering it will randomly pace with in a small radius
from it’s origin point.
Pursuing the Brain: When the brain enters a certain radius of the zombie it will
permanently start moving in the direction of the brain.
Jumping on the Brain: While pursuing the brain if the zombie nears the brain entering
a radius of 1.5 that of the brain it will launch itself in the air attempting to land on the
brain’s current location. If the Brain moves from that location the zombie will be stunned
for .5 sec and then return to wandering.
Damage to the Brain: Once attached to the brain the zombie will start munching on the
brain doing 5 damage per second over the time it is attached to the brain.
Being Removed from the Brain: If the brain strikes/bounces off a wall, obstacle or
barricade then all zombie attached to the brain will be thrown off. After it is thrown off it
will be invulnerable for 1 second before returning to a wandering state.
Killing the Zombie: If the brain is moving at a high enough velocity and strikes the
zombie it will destroy the zombie. (the brain’s momentum is not effected by colliding with
the zombie) Upon death 3 to 5 random body parts will be generated and fall from where
the zombie used to be.

Fractal Fox!
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Bumper Zombie
Zombie

Stats
Health

1 Hit if Stunned

Speed

0.5

Damage

Latches onto the
brain and does
damage over time
until removed.

!
The bumper zombie behaviors very similar to the basic zombie, it hunts the brain,
latches onto it and does damage over time. What makes the bumper zombie unique is
that’s it’s body behaves the same as a bumper (see obstacles on page 23.)
Zombie Behavior :
Wandering: This is the default state that all zombies default to when not performing
another action. When a zombie is wandering it will randomly pace with in a small radius
from it’s origin point.
Pursuing the Brain: When the brain enters a certain radius of the zombie it will
permanently start moving in the direction of the brain.
Jumping on the Brain: While pursuing the brain if the zombie nears the brain entering
a radius of 1.5 that of the brain it will launch itself in the air attempting to land on the
brain’s current location. If the Brain moves from that location the zombie will be stunned
for .5 sec and then return to wandering.
Damage to the Brain: Once attached to the brain the zombie will start munching on
the brain doing 10 damage per second over the time it is attached to the brain.
Bumper Behavior and Defeating the Bumper Zombie: When then brain collides with
the bumper zombie it does not immediately destroy the zombie; instead the brain
bounces off of the bumper zombie at 2x the velocity the brain was traveling at when hit.
The angle of refection is equivalent to the angle of impact. (See Brain: Colliding with
Objects page 12.)
!
After the brain bounces off of the bumper zombie, the bumper zombie becomes
stunned for 3 seconds, then returns to a wandering state. If the bumper zombie is
struck again while it is stunned, then the bumper zombie is destroyed.

Fractal Fox!
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!
Upon death 3 to 5 random body parts will be generated and fall from where the
zombie used to be.

Fractal Fox!
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Runner Zombie
Zombie

Stats
Health

1 Hit

Speed

2

Damage

N/A

!
The Runner zombie is a coward; it flees from the brain and tires to hide in hard to
reach places.
Zombie Behavior :
Wandering: This is the default state that all zombies default to when not performing
another action. The Runner Zombie will stand still and cower, looking back in forth for
danger, when not performing another action.
Fleeing from the Brain: When the brain enters a certain radius of the zombie it will
begin fleeing from the brain trying to reach safety. Runner zombies will favor hiding
near hazards as hiding spots, Flee Zones.
- Flee Zones will be placed near Hazards, if a Runner Zombie comes with in radius of a
Flee Zone while fleeing from the brain it will make it’s way towards it. When a Runner
Zombie enters a Flee Zone it returns to the wandering state.
Killing the Zombie: If the brain is moving at a high enough velocity and strikes the
zombie it will destroy the zombie. (the brain’s momentum is not effected by colliding with
the zombie) Upon death 3 to 5 random body parts will be generated and fall from where
the zombie used to be.

Fractal Fox!
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Tenderizer Zombie
Zombie

Stats
Health

1 Hit if Stunned

Speed

1.5

Damage

30 on Hit

!
The Tenderizer Zombie is a brute a large threat to the brain. It uses it’s large
boxing gloved hands to beat the brain into a helpless heap so that others can easier
feed on it.
Zombie Behavior :
Wandering: This is the default state that all zombies default to when not performing
another action. When a zombie is wandering it will randomly pace with in a small radius
from it’s origin point.
Pursuing the Brain: When the brain enters a certain radius of the zombie it will
permanently start moving in the direction of the brain.
Damage to the Brain: When the Tenderizer Zombie get’s close to the brain, the
zombie strikes the brain with it’s fist causing 30 damage to the brain. The brain is also
knocked back 8 brain lengths in the opposite direction of the hit.
Defeating the Tenderizer Zombie: When then brain collides with the tenderizer
zombie it does not immediately destroy the zombie; instead the brain bounces off of the
Tenderizer zombie at .75x the velocity the brain was traveling at when hit. The angle of
refection is equivalent to the angle of impact. (See Brain: Colliding with Objects page
12.)
!
After the brain bounces off of the tenderizer zombie, the tenderizer zombie
becomes stunned for 3 seconds, then returns to a wandering state. If the tenderizer
zombie is struck again while it is stunned, then the tenderizer zombie is destroyed.
!
Upon death 3 to 5 random body parts will be generated and fall from where the
zombie used to be.

Fractal Fox!
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Giant Zombie
Zombie

!

Stats
Health

special

Speed

Variable

Damage

Instant kill

The Giant head zombie

Level types
Fractal Fox!
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normal
!
This level type will make a majority of the game. Here the player will have to
squish all the zombies to continue. The puzzle aspect of the game comes from surviving
the zombies and environmental hazards.

Horde
!
This is a variation of the normal game mode with the except of fewer to no
environmental hazard, larger arenas, and huge groups of continually spawning zombies
till and overall goal number is reached.

Chase
!
Chase mode will use the giant boss head and the larger level s with a path
through them. Here the navigation will be the purpose of the level. The player will have
to navigate through the level as fast as they can in order to out run the giant head
zombie chasing them. If the giant head zombie catches up to them and it will eats the
player in one bite.

Fractal Fox!
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Complementary Features
Obstacles
Arena’s are filled with a variety of obstacles that will aid and hinder the player in
destroying the zombies.
Bumper

!
The Bumper works the same way as a bumper from pinball. If the player strikes
a bumper they will be repelled at 2X their initial velocity. The angle of refection is
equivalent to the angle of impact. (See Brain: Colliding with Objects page 12.)
!
Bumpers also affect Tenderizer and Bumper Zombies, but not Basic or Runner
zombies.

Fractal Fox!
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Barricades
Barricades act as walls that shape the arenas, they come in a variety of aesthetic
appearances and vary between the worlds.

World 1
- The City -

Barricade

Concrete Barricade

World 2
- Wood Mill -

Barricade

Concrete Barricade
World 3
- Ice Cream Factory -

Barricade

Guard Rail
World 4
- Chemical Plant -

Barricade

Guard Rail

Fractal Fox!
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Slick Surfaces

Filler
Slick Surface

!
Slick surface have low friction, which means the brain will slide around longer on
these surfaces and won’t come to rest until leaving the Slick Surface. The friction in the
surface is half that of the normal world. Slick surfaces do not effect zombies.
Slow Surfaces

Slow Surface

!
Slow surfaces have high friction, which means the brain will come to stop quicker
on the surfaces and it’s maximum velocity is cut in half while on the slow surface.

Fractal Fox!
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Hazards
Spawner Barrel

Filler
Spawner Barrel

Stats
Health

3 Hits

!
The Spawner Barrel will spawn zombies at set intervals. The brain must collide
with it 3 times to destroy it. A thrown Bumper or Tenderizer Zombie counts as a hit as
well. All Zombies collide with the barrel and walk around it.
Buzz Saw

Filler
Buzz Saw

Stats
Damage

Fractal Fox!
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!
The Buzz Saw moves back and forth on a set path and does damage to the brain
if it comes in contact with it (20 damage of the course of 1 second.)
!

The Buzz Saw will instantly kill all zombies if they come in contact with it.
Electro Barrier

Filler
Electro Barrier

Stats
Damage

5 per second

!
The Electro Barrier is a stream of electricity that spans the distance between two
electric rods. If the Brain comes in contact with the stream takes 5 damage per second
while in contact and is knocked back slightly in the opposite direction in which it hit the
Electro Barrier.
!
Zombies are not effected by the stream and can walk through it with out damage,
they do collide with the electric rods though.
!

!

Constant: The electric stream is constantly on.

!
!
Pulsing: The electric stream toggles on and off at a set time interval. (time
interval is level dependent.)

Fractal Fox!
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Toxic Spill

Filler
Toxic Spill

Stats
Damage

1 per second

!
Toxic Spills have the same properties as the Slow Surface. However it slowly
applies damage to the brain while it is in contact with it.
All Zombie’s speeds are also multiplied by 1.5x.

Fractal Fox!
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Breakables
Fully Breakable
!
Breakables are destroyed if hit by an object traveling at a high velocity: the brain
or a thrown bumper or tenderizer zombie will destroy them.
!
Each breakable is worth a certain amount of mulch and is gathered at the end of
the match.
!

Zombies can not pass through breakables and will try to walk around them.

World 1
- The City -

Breakable

Part

Breakable

Part

Breakable

Part

...
World 2
- Wood Mill -

2X4

Crate

World 3
- Ice Cream Factory -

...

Fractal Fox!
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Breakable

Part

Breakable

Part

...
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Base Breakable
!
Base Breakables have the same properties as Fully Breakables except that a
base is left over when the object is destroyed. The remaining base acts as a barricade
and the brain and zombies can not pass through it.

World 1
- The City -

Breakable

Part

Light Pole

Fractal Fox!
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Compound Interaction Matrix
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S
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GUI
Gameplay
HUD

- Zombie Count in the upper left of
the screen is a
count displaying
how many
zombies are
Pause

Fractal Fox!
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- Continue - upper right,
pauses the game and brings
up the pause menu.
- Restart - Restarts the level
- Select Level - takes the
player back to the level select
of the world that the level is in
(leaves current game
session.)
- Quit - back to the main
Victory

-

Defeat

Fractal Fox!
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-
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Meat Grinder

-
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Menus
Main Menu

When the player launches
the game this is the screen
that is displayed.
- Play Button - In the center of
the screen is the play button,
this takes the player to the
world select.
- Info Button - In the bottom
World Select

Fractal Fox!
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!
This is where the player selects which
world they want to play. To access later levels
the player can swipe the world icon in the
center of the screen to the left to pull the next
world on the screen. There are 5 worlds total,
the city, wood mill, ice cream factory, chemical
plant and credits.
- Unlocking Worlds - At the start of the game the
two worlds that are available are the City and
the credits. In order to unlock the next world the
player must beet all the arena/levels in the
pervious world. (all levels in the city must be
defeated in order to access the wood mill.)
- the Lab - at the bottom of the screen the player

Level Select

- Back to World Select - The

player taps
the world icon at the top center.
- Selecting a Level - The player taps on
one of the level icons to play it.
- Unlocking Levels - The

player must
either defeat the pervious level to
unlock the next. (if the player defeats
level 1, level 2 is now unlocked.) Or
the player can purchase a skip level
consumable form the lab.
- the Lab - at the bottom of the screen

Fractal Fox!
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The Lab
!
The lab is the in game store where the player can spend their gathered mulch to
update their brain.
- Item Categories: Across the top of the screen are icons that the player can select: Hats,
Upgrades, Consumables, and Expansion Pacs. When the player selects one of the
icons the menu items on the left side of the screen will change to the items in that
category.

- This
displays the brain so
the player can see
which hat they have
equipped.
- Upgrade Slots - the
slots hold the current
upgrades, the player
can drag and drop
upgrades onto these
slots. If a player
drags an item off an
upgrade slot it
removes the
upgrade.
- Mulch Count - This
- The Brain

- Items are
displayed on the
left side of the
screen, the player
can scroll down
with their finger to
see more by
swiping in an
upwards direction
over the items.
- Purchasing
Items - To purchase
- Items

an item the taps the
icon or name of the

- Purchasing More Mulch: Underneath the player can purchase more mulch via, in app
purchase.

Fractal Fox!
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Hats

!
Hat’s are aesthetic pieces that the player can add to their brain to make it feel
like it’s more their own.

Fractal Fox!

Hat Name

Price

None

-

Party Hat

100

Ninja Mask

180

Bacon Toupee

324

Microwave

583

Coffee Cup

1,050

3D- Glasses

1,890

Princess Crown

3,401

Bandage

6,122

Helmet

11,020

Pirate

19,836

Fancy Top Hat

35,705

Flower

64,268

Cat Ears

115,683
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Upgrades

Name

Description

Price
100

Radar Vision

Detects zombies with in a certain
range off screen and notifies the
player of their location. A small icon
is displayed at the edge of the
screen closest to the zombie.

Speed Boost

Increase the seed in which the brain
travels

180

Distance

Increases the maximum distance
the brain travels

324

Armor

Grants the brain extra health 200

583

Auto-grinder

Automatically grinds the mulch at
the end of each math.

1050

More Upgrade Slots

Unlocks and extra upgrade slot.

1890

Consumables

Name

Description

Price
100

Z-Magnet – brain
bacon

Pulls Zombies to the brain, has a
small radius around the brain.
(double the radius of the brain’s hit
box)

Brain Matter

multiplies the brain’s size by 1.8

180

Storm cloud circles around the brain
and zaps and destroys all nearby
zombies. (Sends bumper and
tenderizer into a stunned state)
Gives the brain 50 extra Health

324

Brain Storm
Fish Pills
Monkey bomb

Fractal Fox!

583

Explodes with a bunch on screaming
monkeys that attack zombies for 1
damage (kills normal, fleer and stuns
bumpers and tenderizers)
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Description

Brain Surgery

Gains 100 points armor for the brain
but the brain now rolls even further
with low friction
If the brain dies it immediately
comes back to life.

Skip Level

Unlocks the next level.

Hamster ball

Price

1050
1890

Asset List
.

Fractal Fox!
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IPM Chart
.
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Prototype Level Mock Up
.
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